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A potpourri of thoughts run through my mind as I prepare this column for the MONTANA 
CATHOLIC REGISTER. It is a bright, warm, and sunny day and it is absolutely fantastic to 
experience what people have told me about ever since Winter began - a real live "chinook." 
Though the cold and snow are far from gone, still this weather is one of those incredible signs of 
hope evident in nature which tells us so very much about the human and Christian life we are 
challenged to lead.!
The memories of the journey through much of the Diocese at the end of January and the 
beginning of February are still with me. It is really good to be able to meet with the priests, 
sisters and laity of the parishes in the Diocese. Over and over again, the commitment of people 
to the value and importance of our faith tradition seems so important. The strong desire to have 
the experience of Church in our diocese is evident everywhere - and such a desire creates great 
expectations, but I know I might be able to do so with your prayers.!
In the next few weeks, I hope also to join with the priests in each Deanery for an afternoon of 
prayer as part of a preparation for Lent or a celebration of the Lenten season itself. This will give 
me another chance to become more acquainted with different parts of the Diocese, and for this I 
am most grateful. In some of the Deaneries, there will be an opportunity for the laity of different 
parishes to come together to share ideas and to be more informed about the annual diocesan 
fund raising drive of CARE and SHARE.!
In addition to the responsibilities which a Bishop has for the teaching and spiritual leadership he 
must offer to a Diocese, a Bishop is also a steward of the material resources of a Diocese. Each 
parish in the diocese hopefully knows full well the material and financial demands that are part 
of any parish in order to have the parish fulfill its mission. The same is true of a Diocese. No 
parish in a Diocese is able to exist by itself independent of other parishes and a relationship to a 
Diocesan Church. The Diocese in turn relates to the Church in our country and in the world. The 
Church as a Diocese offers many services to the people of Eastern Montana. To maintain these 
services and to begin thinking of new ways in which the Church might serve more people in 
different ways, there is a need for financial help and support. There is a need for the Church in 
Eastern Montana to contribute its share to national and world needs.!
All the above comes down to a bottom line of asking you to begin thinking of making your 
contribution to this annual diocesan appeal which will take place on March 31st and April 1st. 
Your help and assistance are really essential if we are to have a successful CARE and SHARE 
appeal. Thanks for considering this request.!
I am really looking forward to the Telephone Course on Vatican II which begins on February 
20th. Almost 40 locations have been set up in the Diocese to participate in this educational and 
formational experience. Though the Second Vatican Council concluded on December 8, 1965, 
the full impact of what this Council left for future ages is still untapped. One good way of looking 
at this heritage is to look at documents which came forth from Vatican II. I hope that course will 
be practical and helpful, as well as down to earth so that we all might have a better 
understanding of the Church today. 
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By the time this is read, we will have had another meeting of the presbyterate of the Diocese. 
The meeting will have taken place in Billings and will hopefully bring together all of the priests of 
the Diocese. The purpose of such gatherings is to fulfill the responsibility of a Bishop in 
relationship to the priests who are designated in the documents of Vatican II’s post-conciliar 
documents as the preeminent consultant group in a diocese. The shared wisdom of the priests 
who serve the diocese will help all of us to fulfill our responsibilities to the countless others who 
comprise the Church of Eastern Montana as well as preparing us as priests and Bishop to 
recognize and appreciate the involvement, participation of the ministry of all people in the 
Diocese in the mission of the Church. A gathering of the presbyterate also offers the priests the 
opportunity to share with one another and to learn from one another in the critical areas of 
spirituality, pastoral ministry, and support. !
In between all the above, the long lists of requests from the parishes for dates for Confirmation 
stare me in the face. It would really be great to offer a date for each parish or mission that would 
fit into parish schedules and plans. However, many parishes and missions have similar 
schedules and plans and even though I try to be in many places within a short time, I have yet to 
discover the reality of bi-location. Hopefully, the schedule for Confirmations by Bishop Schuster 
and myself will be available in a short while.!
And with all the above, there is that date of February 28th which jumps out of the calendar and 
reminds me that Lent is about to begin. I pray with you that it may be a time for all of us to walk 
with the Lord on his journey as we celebrate again a preparation for the Passion, Death, and 
Resurrection of Jesus. I hope it will be a great Lent for all of us. One way to insure this is to plan 
now for ways in which we might walk with the Lord this Lenten season.
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